
Sacri - my friday night funkin mod about a guy named glob

If I made an FNF mod

It'd be about a little guy, his name is Glob

He'd be able to fly around

In the sky, but you'd fight him at a playground

Pico would be there and he'd be so cool

But you can't take my man Glob as a fool

Because Pico gets shot in the head

And that forces Glob to get all red

He goes super power mode

And everything around the Boyfriend gets slowed

Girlfriend's head's just bopping around

Oh my God, there goes the playground

I've written a whole lot of mechanics down

I think that maybe Tricky the Clown

Should make an awesome cameo

So the Girlfriend turns up the stereo

Shaggy, Bob and Sarvente

Should all be wary of the fateful day

When Glob starts appearing on YouTube

With clickbait such as "Glob in the backrooms"

Enough of all that Sonic stuff

The .EXEs have had enough

It's time for Glob to make his debut

Maybe Glob will decide to spare you

First off, change all of the arrows

I'd do it myself but I don't know how to code



I'll change the sprites of the Boyfriend we know

That way he can look unique to my show

Add a bunch of mod characters in the crowd

That way when they see, their fans will scream loud

If I do this, my mom will be proud

Or I hope, she doesn't talk to me anymore

If I made an FNF mod

It'd be about a little guy, his name is Glob

He'd be able to fly around

In the sky, but you'd fight him at a playground

If I made an FNF mod

It'd be about a little guy, his name is Glob

He'd be able to fly around

In the sky, but you'd fight him at a playground

Friday Night Funkin' stands no chance

When the Glob mod dabbles in romance

Boyfriend's gonna get real cucked

When he sees that Glob got the Girlfriend... uh... stuff


